LIBRARY MINI-TOUR: Learn how to use the Library effectively and easily; a one-hour course designed to meet your personal information needs. 10 AM and 7:30 PM.


EVANGELINE COLON, soprano, in an all-Spanish program, with Ross Barentyne, pianist. Music by Rodrigo, Falla, Montsalvatge, Campos-Parsi, Ginastera, Gonzalez. 3 PM. MAC.

TUESDAY

MONDAY SURVIVING — THRIVING under the New Tax Law: discussion led by Irwin Scherago. 8 PM.

TUESDAY LIBRARY OPEN 1-5 PM. Election Day.

WEDNESDAY

LIBRARY MINI-TOUR: Learn how to use the Library effectively and easily; a one-hour course designed to meet your personal information needs. 10 AM and 7:30 PM.

JULES COTÉ, associate director, Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults, will lead a discussion following the screening of "Moira: A Vision of Blindness." The film is about an 11-year-old girl who is blind and colorblind. Part of the Wednesday Afternoon Series, 1-3 PM.

SWING AND SWAY WITH DANNY K — a square dance sponsored by the PORT SINGLES. 8:30 PM.

THURSDAY

AEROBICS FOR ADULTS. Registration opens Nov. 2; fee $10.00. Instructor: Salli-Jo Davis. Six Thursdays through Dec. 17. 9-10 AM.

FIRELIGHT STORIES: This month — "Eat 'Em Up" tales. Today: "The Pumpkin Giant" for grades 1-3. 4:00 PM.

FRIDAY


AFRICA: a slide/talk by African Art authority Eric Robertson. (See Nov. 23) 8 PM. AAC Library Open 1-5 PM. Election Day.

SATURDAY

RICHARD III, a star-studded classic, is produced and directed by Laurence Olivier, who has the leading part. (1956-158 mins) 8 PM. Olivier Trilogy: See November 20.

INTERVIEW HOUR begins for those pre-registered. 2 PM. TEXAS CHRONICLES: "A Confederacy of Dunces." 12:10 PM.

VIDEO ARTIST STEINA VASULKA screen- ing, discussing her videoworks, including "Cantaloup" (1985-28 mins) computer control of a digital image; and "Progeny," (1981-18 mins) — exploring Sculptor Bradford Smith's work. 8 PM. **

SUNDAY

LIBRARY OPEN 1-5 PM. Veteran's Day.

TODDLER STORY HOUR begins for those pre-registered. 10 AM.

THUDDY

TODDLER STORY HOUR begins for those pre-registered. 2 PM.

PAAMA STORY TIME: come in pajamas for bedtime stories. For pre-schoolers and parents. 7:30 PM.

GENEALOGICAL RECORDS at the Mormon Library, Salt Lake City, and its branches; a talk by Doris Neaman. Sponsored by the Genealogy Workshop. 8 PM.

FRIDAY

BOOKS SANDWICHED IN: See Nov. 6. Today: Patrick Brostowin will review John Kennedy Toole's "A Confederacy of Dunces." 12:10 PM.

WOMENFOLK FESTIVAL: a women's services expo. Representatives of organizations from both Port Washington and Nassau County will be here to tell you how they can help. 1-4 PM.

SATURDAY

OUT OF AFRICA: a slide/talk by African Art authority Eric Robertson. (See Nov. 1) 8 PM. AAC Library Open 1-5 PM. Election Day.

AN INSIDERS GUIDE TO THE COLLEGES: in the planning for Tuesday, Dec. 29. Calling all college students currently attending college to participate in this forum, sharing practical information on campus life, social life, sports, and course "discoveries," with PW high school students planning for college next year. Interested? Then call Suzanne Ponziin, 883-4400.

THURSDAY

LIBRARY CLOSED. Happy Thanksgiving!

FRIDAY

COAL MINER'S DAUGHTER (1980-125 mins). Academy Award winning film version of Loretta Lynn's life story. 8 PM.

SATURDAY

PHANTOM TOLLBOOTH (90 mins). For ages 8 and up. Film adaptation of Norton Juster's classic tale of a bored youth who takes a trip through the fantastic, colorful, imaginary Kingdom of Wisdom. 2 PM.

MONDAY

AM I NORMAL? and DEAR DIARY: Film-makers Debra Franco and David Shepard screen and discuss their individual films which raise and answer, tastefully, with humor and resonance, many of the questions teen-agers have as they enter puberty. 8 PM. **

MAC Sponsored by the Music Advisory Council, AAC Sponsored by the Art Advisory Council.

- Funded, in part, by the New York State Council on the Arts, and the National Endowment for the Arts.
- Funded, in part, by the New York State Council on the Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts.
- Funded, in part, by the New York State Council on the Arts.